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Welcome to the July edition of the WJVintage Newsletter and 
this month I am pleased to report that summer appears to have 

just about arrived! Sadly, I missed the recent appearance of 
‘Flying Scotsman’ steaming over the Harringworth Viaduct, but I 

have, as always, been out and about at some excellent model 
railway shows and meetings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These included the June Northants and Rutland O Gauge Group 
(NAROGG) event- held in Harringworth Village Hall, virtually in 

the shadow of the magnificent Victorian viaduct. As always, full 
reports are to be found in the ‘Out and About’ section below. 

It has been a relatively quiet month for new products, but rest 
assured there will be some big announcements in the coming 

months – and hopefully next month will see a new loco launched. 
In the meantime, do check out the ‘What’s New’ feature for the 

latest updates and if you are on facebook do keep an eye out as 

early announcements tend to feature there first, particularly if the 

newsletter is not due. 
In the meantime, during this summer mini-lull, my wife and I plan 

to take a few days off so please bear with me if emails are not 
answered as promptly as you would like, I may not have access to 

emails at all times and sometimes Angela insists that time off 
should be email free! I’m sure I will sneek a peek at them at some 

point 😊 

Enjoy your summer! 
Until next month  

Keep Playing 
Trains! 

WJVintage  

July 2019 Newsletter 
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Northants & Rutland O Gauge Group (NAROGG), 
Harringworth Village Hall, Rutland – 24th June 2019 
Setting the theme as ‘Interesting Goods Loads’ was always 

going to tempt some to let their imaginations run riot. Another 
great meeting, with some superb trains and lots of imaginative 

loads 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
‘Interesting’ loads ranged from OO wagons in O gauge wagons, military 

vehicles & armaments, valuable looking crystals and even a bottle of wine 
on a custom-made bottle wagon. There was also a wagon with glasses 

(the drinking variety) a number of circus animals and a lovely continental 
goods train from Tim Knights collection. So, all in all a great variety and 

thanks to everyone who contributed so enthusiastically. 
Outside of the theme we had some other incredibly interesting locos with 

a decidedly ‘continental’ flavour. Mike Bond was running a beautiful 
French Nord Chapelon 4-6-2.  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Out and About 
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This example was made in the late 1960s, but the maker is unknown 
apart from the fact that they also made washing machine cabinets! 

Mike also had the Nord hauling five beautiful French-made Pullman 

coaches, making a truly impressive train. 

 

The most unusual locomotive we saw running was undoubtedly the exotic 
and rather beautiful repro Marklin Kassel-Hanover 4-4-4 owned by Allen 

Levy. This is not a modern-day repro but more a ‘classic’ repro of a 
‘vintage’ original. It was certainly a first for me and looked most 

impressive running around one of the main ovals. 

 
Chris Holmes and Peter Bishop also contributed to the continental flavour 
with a collection of no fewer than 4 Swiss-made HAG locomotives 

 

 

 

 

Thanks to Ted Robinson for the above photo 
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There was absolutely no pre-planning of this, it was just purely 

coincidental or perhaps they would prefer to believe; ‘Great minds think 

alike!’ 

Finally, I must just mention the fantastic, colourful guest layout provided 

by Dave and Peter Peasant, and, themed around ‘toy’ tinplate trains. 

Dave has a vast collection to draw from and always comes along with 

something different. You can see from the photo below the amount of 

effort that goes into these displays and Richard and I are truly grateful for 

the support. I would point out that Dave and Pete also make their layouts 

available for all to use.  

 

The next NAROGG meeting is on Monday August 19th (brought forward a 

week to avoid the bank holiday). The relaxed theme is ‘Holidays’ so let’s 

see what people come up with! Everyone is very welcome and full address 

details are given in the ‘See us at Shows’ listing towards the end of this 

newsletter. I hope to see some of you there! 
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Before I finish on NAROGG, just a quick word about the residents of 

Harringworth. They really do seem to be embracing the heritage railway 

events and are turning them to the advantage of the village. As I 

mentioned, I missed the latest appearance of ‘Flying Scotsman’ steaming 

over the Harringworth Viaduct on 29th June. However, the village made a 

fantastic day from the event. A local farmer offered up one of his fields for 

parking and the villagers put on a tea/coffee/bacon roll stall for vistors. 

They then arranged to have the village summer fete on the same day and 

starting just an hour after the scheduled crossing of the viaduct, so that 

visitors could easily go from one event to the other. They even had a 

villager who was able to get a message to the crew on board the ‘Flying 

Scotsman’ to request a slow crossing of the viaduct to enable visitors to 

get some good photos. I just think this is a great initiative to make the 

most of something, rather than complain about the inconvenience of 

having the village swarming with visitors. I understand the entire day was 

a huge success – well done Harringworth! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TCS Chairman, Bryan Pentland commented: ‘The exhibitors really 
pulled out all the stops to create the most eclectic range of toy 

trains running in over 5 different gauges and with live steam in 

gauges 00 and 0.  The ‘Bring and Buy’ did a roaring trade and 
many collectors did not seem to want to leave’.   

TCS Summer Show – Stoke Mandeville Sports Stadium, 
Aylesbury, Sat 6th July 2019 
I think I am going to be quite bold here and declare this the best TCS 
event I have ever been to. Well organised, a great venue and superb 

displays and layouts made it a real winner and a credit to the Society’s 

slogan; ‘Any Make, Any Gauge, Any Age’ 
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Certainly, from an O Gauge perspective, there was plenty to see and my 
stall was ideally positioned for quite a bit of it. Directly opposite I had 

Steve Smith with his enormous Tri-ang Big Big Trains layout. Although 
only battery powered and designed for kids, Steve has collected virtually 

every single release of this plastic O gauge system produced between 
1966 and 1972. Some of it is remarkably realistic and it is certainly 

extremely colourful. Somehow, I missed out on Big Big Train when I was 
a youngster, so it is great to see the superb display that Steve puts on. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next to Steve were Bill and Rachel Vyse with ‘Four Coupled Delights’, a 

display of tinplate O gauge featuring 4-4-0 format locos and smaller. The 

eagle eyed amongst you will no doubt notice below that the theme was 

quite relaxed and several other ‘types’ were also seen running throughout 

the day. 
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Immediately next to Bill and Rachel were Trevor Findley and crew with 

the O Gauge Live Steam display. These boys were kept busy all day 

keeping their mainly 1930s era locos in steam and as always, they 

generated a lot of interest. As you will see from the header photo above, 

a working cable car on the end of the display was also popular with the 

youngsters. 

One of the highlights of the show for me must surely have been Tony 

Penn’s large freight only layout. I have always had a bit of a soft spot for 

freight trains, slow hauling through the early hours of the morning. Well, 

Tony did a splendid job of reproducing just this scenario – even down to 

the dark blue base cloth – which definitely had something of the night 

about it. But just look at the length of those trains – all hauled by the 

likes of Garratts, 9Fs, Austerity 2-8-0s, 4Fs, Jintys and many more. A 

really impressive layout and certainly something I’d like to see at more 

shows.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Opposite Tony was Mark Carne with what, by his standards was a fairly 
modest layout covering O Gauge Bing tinplate trains from Germany. Mark 

is a really enthusiastic exhibitor at shows, and I am always staggered by 
the fact that he always seems to display something different. He must 

have a fantastic collection to be able to do this. 
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Continuing around the layouts, next up was a continuation of the vintage 

German tinplate theme. This time it was David Knighton and Jonathan 
Ward with a fabulous display of GNR and LNWR locomotives in Gauge 1 

and Gauge 2 by German manufacturers Bing, Carette and Marklin – many 

of which were made for the UK market under the Bassett-Lowke brand. 

 
 

Moving further round the hall there were than two layouts featuring Lionel 
O Gauge and pre-war Standard Scale by Michael and Alan Parks 

respectively 
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Then moving a little further round and organiser Bryan Pentland somehow 
found the time to put on his own very impressive display layout. This was 

highlighting 3-rail O gauge tinplate trains manufactured in France and 
featured a really excellent raised oval as well as some beautiful tinplate 

buildings and accessories. 

 
It wasn’t all about the layouts – there were also some magnificent static 

displays. In particular, Robert Palmer had a superb display of Arkitex with 
the Ultra-Modern Station modelled in O Gauge as well as OO. 

Unfortunately, the autofocus on my camera was playing up by this point 
so the photo below shows just the O gauge as the other shots I took were 

very blurry (you can just see the OO station on the far right). Robert also 
had some beautiful Spot On diecast cars on car transporter wagons as 

well as a fine display of Bayko buildings. 
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Finally, David Ramsey also had a fine static display featuring his 
impressive collection of German made tinplate stations, engine sheds, 

goods sheds etc, all produced for the UK market between around 1909 
and 1938. Manufacturers included Carette, Bing and Marklin and included 

some beautiful and rare pieces. 

 
 

 
Hopefully, you can begin to realise why I was so enthused by this show – 

and bear in mind I have ignored the OO, S Gauge, G Scale etc as I just 
don’t have room to cover everything.  

Aylesbury is conveniently located and easy to access from both the South 
and the Midlands. The Stoke Mandeville Stadium is an excellent venue 
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with top-class facilities. So, if you haven’t visited this show before, I 
would strongly recommend you to make a diary note for next year. I 

understand the plan is to book the same venue again. Personally, I would 
be inclined to move the TCS Leicester shows in the spring and autumn to 

the same venue as there is so much more space. However, that is for the 

TCS to decide, not me 😊. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This month’s train related humour comes in the form of some rather 
corny jokes I found online. 

Q: Why can't a steam engine sit down? 

A: Because it’s got a tender behind!  

One for the Continental Modellers: 

Q: Why do you always know what is behind the tender in a French train?  

A: Because it is a Fourgon conclusion 

One for the finescale boys: 

Q: What do you call a decoder-equipped locomotive that no longer runs? 

A: DCCeased!  

One for the youngsters: 

Q: What do you get when you cross Thomas the Tank Engine with 

Shakespeare 
A: Toby or not Toby? – that is the question 

 

Boom Boom! 😊 
And finally ……. 
 

 

 
 

 

Made Me Grin! 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Face_with_Tears_of_Joy_emoji
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Face_with_Tears_of_Joy_emoji
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Face_with_Tears_of_Joy_emoji
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Face_with_Tears_of_Joy_emoji
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Face_with_Tears_of_Joy_emoji
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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Sentinel Y1/Y3 Update 
The production of Sentinels is now nearing the end with the revised LNER 
lined version now underway. 8400 was the very first Sentinel Y1 taken into 

service by the LNER in September 1925 and it remained in service until 
condemned in 1956. The rare full colour photo of the locomotive (below 

right) is dated September 1938 and shows Sentinel Y1 8400 working on the 
sea wall at Lowestoft following floods. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

I hope to take delivery of my quota of these in August and I already have 

a number of pre-orders. Please let me know as soon as possible if you 
would like to be added to the list. They are priced at £275.00 each plus 

P&P and are supplied as 3-rail only (2-rail to special order but please let 
me know quickly as I will have to finalise numbers soon). 

 
WD No.1 ‘Molly’ 

In the meantime, I now have just 2 x WD ‘Molly’ Sentinels remaining (1 x 
3-rail and 1 x 2-rail). Please get in touch quickly if you would like one. 

  

 

 

 

. 

 

 
 

 

What’s New? 
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LNER Y3 unlined black - 8163  
I also have just 4 x LNER unlined Sentinels available 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Please see my website for full details of all the Sentinels that are currently 

available – www.wjvintage.co.uk 
 

 

More from Graham Lock 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Responding to a specific request from a good customer of WJVintage 

Graham Lock very kindly produced some Containers based on the well-

known original Hornby O Gauge styles for meat and furniture. However, 

he didn’t stop there as he also followed the graphic above to produce a 

new style furniture container as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.wjvintage.co.uk/
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So, I am now pleased to be able to offer 3 styles of container. Measuring 

97mm x 43mm x 50mm (LxWxH), they fit nicely into the Bassett-Lowke 

(Leicester) 3-plank wagons as shown above and below. 

          

 

Graham Lock Figures 

 

 

 

 

Don’t forget Graham also produces these popular figure sets. Each 

includes a driver and fireman figure, cast in white metal and hand painted 

at £15.00 plus P&P per set. 
Choose from: 

Pre-nationalisation (paler blue) - fireman resting on shovel 
Pre-nationalisation - fireman shovelling 

Post-nationalisation (dark blue) - fireman resting on shovel 
Post-nationalisation – fireman shovelling 

There are now also Guard figures priced at £7.50 each plus P&P and with 

a choice of Green or Red flag 

 

 

 

. 

 

They are produced from high 

quality printed paper wraps 
around solid wooden formers. 

Each container is priced at 
£13.00 plus P&P. I have only 

a few in stock but I can easily 
source more so let me know if 

you would like any of these. 
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The Alan Cliff Collection 

The Reverend Alan Cliff is well known for his series of children’s books 

about ‘Jack the Station Cat’. He also has a significant collection of O 

gauge trains and has decided that now is the time to thin out somewhat. I 

am pleased to be able to offer some of the modern issue pieces that Alan 

has decided to part with. These are all lightly used but in immaculate 

condition and are offered at very realistic prices. Since I publicised these 

last month, several items have already been sold but at the time of going 

to press the following are still available: 

 

 

 

 

 

Ace Trains CR 439 Class 0-4-4T, 

Caledonian lined Blue and 
complete with driver & fireman 

figures 
£450.00 plus P&P 

Ace Trains Westinghouse 

Metropolitan Bo-Bo, 
Metropolitan lined Maroon. 

Complete with alternative 
destination boards 

£320.00 plus P&P 

Ace Trains GER/LNER G5 Class 
0-4-4T, GER lined Green and 

complete with driver & fireman 
figures 

£380.00 plus P&P 
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Also available (not pictured) 

Darstaed 6-Wheel Combination Van – LNWR - £50.00 plus P&P 

Darstaed 6-Wheel Full Brake – LBSCR - £50.00 plus P&P 
Darstaed 6-Wheel Parcels Van (x2) – LBSCR - £50.00 plus P&P 

Darstaed 6-Wheel Luggage Van – GWR - £50.00 plus P&P 
Darstaed 4-Wheel PO Van – Colman’s Starch - £30.00 plus P&P 

WJVintage 4-Wheel PO Wagon – Cadbury’s - £25.00 plus P&P 
 

All items are offered on a first come, first served basis. Please check with 
me for latest availability as I am also offering the above at shows 

 

See us at Shows 

If it’s convenient and you’d like to save the postage, why not come and see 

us at one of the regular shows we attend in the Midlands and East of England 

or occasionally in Mainland Europe, and you can buy on the day.  
We always like to meet our customers face to face – it makes a pleasant 

change from the virtual world we seem to live in these days! 
 

Below are our forthcoming shows: 
 

Tuesday July 23rd – Fulbourn, Cambridge (HRCA Running Night) 
Fullbourn Village Library, The Swifts, Haggis Gap, Fulbourn, Cambs CB21 

5HD – 6:30pm to 9:00pm (‘OO’ and ‘O’ Gauge layouts) 
 

Vintage Trains LNER J19 Class 

0-6-0 Tender engine, LNER 
lined Black  

£300.00 plus P&P 

Darstaed Pannier Tank 0-6-0T, 
London transport lined Maroon  

£320.00 plus P&P 
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Monday August 5th - Cotswolds Area HRCA Meeting, Rye Hill Golf 
Club, Milcombe, Banbury, OX15 4RU – 4:00pm to 9:00pm 

 
Tuesday August 6th - HRCA Merseyside Area Meeting  

Preston Brook Village Hall, Preston Brook, Cheshire WA7 3AW - 4.00pm to 
8.00pm 

 
Saturday August 17th – Sandown Park (Barry Potter Fairs) 

Sandown Exhibition Centre, Sandown Park Racecourse, Portsmouth Road, 
Esher, Surrey, KT10 9AJ - 10:30am to 3:00pm 

 
Monday August 19th – NAROGG (Northants & Rutland O Gauge 

Group) Harringworth Village Hall, Gretton Road, Harringworth, 
Northants, NN17 3AD – 4:00pm to 8:30pm 

Everyone and all O Gauge welcome, £3.00 entry 

 
 

Ordering from WJVintage is Easy 

Online 

Please use the WJVintage website as a shop window and then place you 

order by using the dropdown menu on each product page to select and 

submit the item you wish to purchase. This automatically sends me your 
details and I will be in touch to confirm your requirements and take 

payment. Alternatively select what you want and then give me a call or email 
me. Whichever method you use I will get back to you asap and I can confirm 

stock, particularly for highly limited items, and postage options. Please see 
below for full contact details. 

 
Credit Card 

We have a credit/debit card facility, so you can telephone and place your 
order with us by calling 07711 092497 – please have your card to hand 

when calling.  
 

Cheque 

If you would prefer to pay by cheque, that is no problem either. Just 
download the order form from our website and complete your 

requirements. Then make a cheque out for the total and post both order 
form and cheque to us at the address shown. Please make cheques 

payable to WJVintage. 
 

Email 
Alternatively, you can place your order by email and payment can then 

be made either by card, PayPal or cheque. Please note our email address 
is: wjvintage@outlook.com 

 
Shows 

We also take the credit/debit card machine to all our shows. 

mailto:wjvintage@outlook.com
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Best Wishes 

Paul 

  ********* 
 

 

 
 

 

 

       WJVintage                    Tel: 07711 092497        www.wjvintage.co.uk 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=371317419566052&ref=br_rs

